Program Management: Significant to a Successful Outcome

The key to sound execution and a successful outcome of a capital project is Project Management. Our Program Management professional services comprise both traditional and alternative solutions to deliver capital investments. Capital investments consist of new buildings or facilities, utility infrastructure, renovation and renewal of existing buildings, correcting building code and accessibility deficiencies, and acquisition of land and buildings or facilities.

Combining critical path tasks from project inception through the multi-disciplinary design processes, our Program Management experts provide the infrastructure that supports a successful project execution process. From fast track execution over tightly scheduled to identifying important operations to exercising controls, our team has the experience and flexibility to take capital investment projects through the project life cycle to the desired goal of saving you time and resources.

A significant IPS advantage is our ability to coordinate, collaborate and manage all involved disciplines, including owner activities, and incorporate their activities into a fast-track project delivery schedule in the most cost-effective manner.

Our approach and our subject knowledge expertise in construction management, engineering, commissioning and validation has been the cornerstone of our success. For over twenty years, IPS has delivered facilities with the high level of quality that projects the image the owner is seeking and the functionality required to effectively execute overall project and business objectives.

Our team provides an integrated, in-depth approach:

- Strategic Project and Business Planning
- Facilitating Detailed Planning and Communication
- Ensuring Business Alignment
- Measuring and Elevating Performance
- “Lean” Construction Practices
- Managing Risk
- Augmenting Client Resources and Assets

Key IPS Value Add

- For a $100MM Outsourced Engineering Program for Capital Projects, we provided construction management services to a global pharmaceutical company. The Program included 45+ concurrent projects ranging from $100,000 to $20MM.
- On a recent project, we established an onsite team of 15+ personnel to execute a program requiring fast track execution over tightly scheduled shutdowns. The technical content included HVAC upgrades through highly complex process piping revisions to large-scale chilled water system upgrades.

When you’re ready to start thinking about your next project...think IPS.

All too often, projects take too long and cost too much, IPS can make the difference. To find out more about how our Project Management experts can help you reach your project goals, call us at 610.828.4090 or toll-free at 888.366.7660, or visit us on the web at ipsdb.com.